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.  ting to     "Variations between    the 
Budget Estimates and Actuals." 

REPORT OF THE JOINT COM-.. 
MITTE ON OFFICES OF PROFIT 

SHRI RAM BHAGAT PASWAN 
(Bihar): Sir, I beg to lay on the 
Table, a copy (in English and Hindi) 
of the Twelfth Report of the Joint 
Committee on Offices of Profit, 

KE: POINT OF   ORDER 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): 
Sir, on a point of order. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; No, no. 
I have not permitted this. This is 
not a point of order. (Interruptions). 
Please do not record. This is not a 
point of order Whatever he has said 
will also not go on record. It will be 
expunged. 

SHRI S, W. DHABE:* 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I can- 
not allow this every time. This is 
the State subject and it cannot be 
allowed every day. 

SHRI PAWAN KUMAR BANSAL 
(Punjab):     It   is   obviously   and 

patently clear that the identity cards 
which afe brought by the MLAs. . . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN-. That 
ia not the concern of this House. 
(Interruptions). 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI (Ma- 
harashtra): I am on a point of order. 
(.Interrwptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN.. I can 
hear only one person at a time. If 
all the Members.... (Interruptions). 
Will you please allow one person to 
speak?    (Interruptions).   How can I 

•Not recorded. 

allow you? Order please. I think by 
this way nobody can be heard. (In- 
terruptions) Don't record anybody. 
Let them all shout. (Interruptions). 
Thia is no procedure, I am sorry to 
say. What is lost if one person speaks 
and others follow? * 

SHRl S. W. DHABE; Sh? we al- 
ways obey you# I wanted to raise a 
point of order. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. I have 
heard you. I disallowed you. I will 
not allow you Something is going on 
in some State, some police firing, or 
some lathi charge and you want to 
raise it here. This is not a State. Mr. 
Dhabe, please hear me. You cainnot 
definitely have such questions. (In-' 
terruptions) l can hear one person at 
a time on a point of order. If you 
raise it one by one; I can allow. 
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